This study investigates a novel method of tracking Left Ventricle (LV) curve in Magnetic Resonance (MR) sequences. The method focuses on energy minimization by level-set curve boundary evolution. The level-set framework allows introducing knowledge of the field prior on the solution. The segmentation in each particular time relies not only on the current image but also the segmented image from previous phase. Field prior is defined based on the experimental fact that the mean logarithm of intensity inside endo and epi-cardium is approximately constant during a cardiac cycle. The solution is obtained by evolving two curves following the Euler-Lagrange minimization of a functional containing a field constraint. The functional measures the consistency of the field prior over a cardiac sequence. Our preliminary results show that the obtained segmentations are very well correlated with those manually obtained by experts. Furthermore, we observed that the proposed field prior speeds up curve evolution significantly and reduces the computation load.
INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF PURPOSE
Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death worldwide. The Left Ventricle (LV) is the main chamber of heart and its function, pumping the oxygenated blood to entire body, is critical for normal cardiac activity.
Segmentation and tracking of LV play an essential role in diagnosing cardiovascular diseases.
Several approaches exist for LV segmentation; in clinical routine, manual segmentation of every single slice is used, which is prohibitively time consuming. Alternatively, there are several automatic methods available in literature based on thresholding, region-growing, edge detection, clustering [1] [2] [3] [4] of a high dimension function and curve evolution stops based on gradient and region information.
All the methods rely on shape prior or distribution matching which are both time consuming, computationally expensive and subject-dependent. We propose a new segmentation method based on field prior to automatically segment and track the LV based on minimizing a variational functional by applying level-set method. The proposed method does not require distribution matching and shape prior and, therefore speeds up the level-set evolution.
The proposed variational level-set energy functional is based on three different terms:
• field prior term: which is defined based on the experimental results that the mean logarithm of intensity inside endo and epi-cardium is approximately constant during a cardiac cycle.
• mean term: which keeps the mean intensity within endo and epi-cardium consistent in all frames for each slice.
• edge indicator term: which biases the curve toward high gradient of intensity.
Endo and epi-cardium boundaries in cardiac MR sequence were tracked by evolving two active contours following the Euler-Lagrange optimization of two functional. Each functional contains three terms. Field prior term has some advantages over the existing methods. It removes the need for shape and overlap prior and prevents from the splitting of endo and epi-cardium boundaries. Also it speeded up segmentation and tracking convergence respectively.
METHOD
Let I be a Cardiac MRI sequence containing I frames * , each comprising J slices:
The objective of this study is to automatically delineate endo and epi-cardium boundaries of LV in a cardiac cycle for i ∈ {2 . . . I}.
Let I 1j : j ∈ {1 . . . 10} be a reference frame (the first frame) for which the segmentation of all slices are assumed given. We solve the problem by evolution of two closed parameter curves Γ 
The proposed tracking functionals:
In this section, we propose an original active curve functional F for the segmentation of the LV. We classify each I ij to three regions:
• LV cavity is the region inside the Γ The proposed variational level-set energy functional consists of three different terms:
The first term is field prior that constrains the mean logarithm intensity inside endo and epi-cardium to be constant during the cardiac cycle. We learn f 
where a(R Γ ij ) is the area of the region enclosed within Γ ij .
The second term is an image mean prior which measures the conformity of the mean of image I ij inside Γ ij to the mean learned from the correspondent slice in the reference frame I.
The third term is gradient term g ij =
1
1+ ∇Iij 2 , an edge indicator function, which regularizes the curve and biases it toward high image transitions. c is a positive constant to guarantee the curve smoothness. * The number of frames I is typically equal to 20 or 25.
† The number of slices J is typically equal to 10.
We delineate LV cavity endo-cardium boundary by evolving Γ ij in following the minimization of:
where α, β and λ are real positive constants to adjust the contribution of each term. The LV myocardium is the region between the endo and epi-cardium curves. Therefore we also need to find the epicardium curve to fully determine the myocardium. The epi-cardium boundary is extracted by evolving Γ ij out following the minimization of: 
Curve Evolution:
The curve evolution equation of Γ 
This yiels:
where n ij is the outward unit normal vector to Γ ij , κ (6) and (7).
RESULT

Image Acquisition
A set of 2D short-axis cine magnetic resonance (MR) images of 20 subjects were acquired through the cardiac cycle on a 1.5T scanner with fast-imaging employing steady-state acquisition (FIESTA) image sequence mode. The acquisition parameters were as follows: TR=2.98 ms, TE=1.2 ms, flip angle=30 degree, and slice thickness=10 mm. Each subjects dataset consisted of 20 frames, each comprising 10 slices. 
Experimental and Statistical Results
The free parameters were unchanged for all datasets: α = 4 , β = 20 , λ = 0.1 , c = 5. Fig. 1 shows a sample of the segmentation results in one subject dataset.
We used the Dice Metric (DM ) to measure the similarity between automatic segmentations and manual ones obtained by an expert in all 20 datasets. DM is a statistical value that measures the conformity of two areas.
It is a similarity measurement between 0 and 1. The higher the DM , the more accurate the results.
Let A a , A m and A am be the areas of the automatically detected region, the corresponding manual segmentation obtained by an expert and the overlap between them respectively. DM is given by:
with field prior 0.88 0.08 without field prior 0.657 0.0142 Table 1 . Statistics of the DM over 20 subject datasets with and without the proposed field prior. Table 1 reports DM statistics, over 20 subject datasets with and without the proposed field prior (α = 0 and α = 0 respectively). The proposed field prior improved significantly the results; it led to a much higher average DM .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Most of the variational segmentation algorithms of LV are based on heavy computation such as distribution matching or shape prior, which lead to computationally expensive segmentation and tracking algorithms. We proposed a new prior that eliminates the need to estimate the distribution or the dependency on a shape prior.
The mean prior is based on the consistency of the mean logarithm of intensity inside the endo and epi-cardium in cardiac MR images. We investigated a semi-automatic variational method, implemented using level-set, to track the LV boundaries in MR cardiac sequences by minimizing a functional based on the prior. The curve evolution equations for both endo and epi-cardium obtained using the Euler-Lagrange minimizing of the proposed functional. This method speeds up curve evolution significantly, and reduces computation load. Quantitative statistics showed the conformity of the results with manual segmentation obtained by an expert over 20 subjects dataset.
